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      Nilfisk was founded on a vision of producing and selling products of the highest quality 

                worldwide. For more than a hundred years, Nilfisk has responded to the changing needs of 

                                   markets and customers with innovative products and solutions. Over the years, we have acquired

            companies to strengthen our footprints, and today we stand strong, together. We have united on the

                promise of being innovative and committed to deliver the best products available. Today, our founder’s vision

            has come true.

           The Nilfisk Group is headquartered in Denmark, and we have sales companies in 45 countries. With an additional strong 

 distributor network Nilfisk markets and sells its products through distributors in more than 100 countries. Our production 

 facilities are located in Asia, Europe and Americas.

Our products are primarily focused on the commercial cleaning market, which includes institutional and industrial customers, as well 

as professional contract cleaners. Main product lines are floorcare equipment such as professional scrubber-dryers and sweepers, vacuum

 cleaners, high pressure washers, and outdoor utility machines.

The products are sold under a wide range of brands, including our global brands Nilfisk and Viper, and a wide range of regional and 

local brands such as Advance, Clarke and Viper.   
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NILFISK
OVERVIEW

5,500 Employees

Product development is 
supported by 
approximately 3% of total 
turnover

Manufacturing facilities 
in 10 countries across 

More than 700 field 
employees

Total net sales mEUR 
918 (2014)

Sales entities in 45 
countries around the 
world

Products sold in 100 
countries

250 Engineers committed 
to product development



THE SC6500

Unleashing productivity with  
unsurpassed cleaning agility.

RIDER SCRUBBER



Experience the combination of effortless control and efficient, sustainable scrubbing in one
powerful, compact package: the Advance SC6500 rider scrubber. The tight turning radius, simple 
operation and up to 48 inch cleaning path of the SC6500 makes cleaning the dirtiest floors a 
breeze for virtually anyone.

EFFICIENT

MACHINE OVERVIEW

EFFECTIVE SINGLE PASS CLEANING

  RUGGED 
HEAVY DUTY

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION

VERSATILE 
HEAVY DUTY

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION

LARGE ONE-TOUCH 
OPERATION IS EASY AND ACCESSIBLE

RIDER SCRUBBER
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THE SC6000

Experience the industrial grade productivity of the SC6000 with unparalleled durability and easy 
of use. Its highly productive in a compact design with up to 30% greater runtime/productivity    
versus its nearest competitor. Smartkey with impact detection produces consistent results while  
Smartflow reduces water and chemical usage up to 50% while producing safer results.

RIDER SCRUBBER

MACHINE OVERVIEW

PRODUCTIVE 
EXTENDED RUNTIME

DURABLE 
COMPACT PACKAGE FOR HARSH 

ENVIRONMENTS

EASY TO USE 
INTUITIVE INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

SUSTAINABLE 
OPTIMIZED WATER AND CHEMICAL

USAGE
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MACHINE OVERVIEW
The SW5500 offers a highly productive, comfortable and cost-effective way to sweep large floors and outdoor areas of dust and debris. A 

ride-on sweeper with the size and capacity to speed up your cleaning. Daily benefits like creating a safer environment and lowering the 

total costs of ownership make this machine an attractive choice for contract cleaners, industrial sites and factories, warehouses, distribution 

centers, sports arenas, parking lots of large retail stores or shopping malls, multi-store car parks, etc.

Leading Industrial 
Hybrid Powered 
Sweeper in the 
Industry

THE SW5500RIDER SWEEPERRIDER SCRUBBER

DURABLE 

SUSTAINABLE 
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THE SC900
WALK BEHIND SCRUBBER

Unsurpassed simplicity.
Undeniable reliability.

Powerful motors will provide years of trouble free operation
 and optimal performance

Built with hand select components from top manufacturers 
for long lasting durability

Minimal electronics for increased reliability and lower total 
cost of ownership
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ADVANCE
FEATURE MACHINES
This catalog highlights some of Advances key machines and latest technology. Some additional equipment in the sweeper, vaccum and 

floor machine lines are below.

The performance of Advance’s Terra 

28B walk-behind sweeper leaves 

wide-area vacuums in the dust. 28 

Inch sweep path handles carpet with 

2.5 times more productivity than a 28 

inch wide-area vac. (ISSA data)

Weather stripping, scrubbing, or 

screening, the Pacesetter line of 

floor machines has a model to fit 

your needs. Each Pacesetter features 

heavy-duty construction, including an 

all-cast metal frame and chrome-

plated base.

The Advance VU500 delivers 

exceptional cleaning performance 

in an easy to use, easy to maintain 

upright vacuum that is designed 

to withstand stringent

 environmental requirements.

An Adgility backpack vacuum 

with a 12-inch tool enabkes 

three times more productivity 

than a comparable-sized 

upright. Lightweight,

 ergonomic designs allow 

operators to be more 

productive in tight areas, such 

as cubicles and commercial 

office space.

TERRA 28B
WALK BEHIND SWEEPER

VU500
UPRIGHT VACUUM

PACETTER
FLOOR MACHINE

ADGILITY
BACKPACK VACUUM

WALK BEHIND SCRUBBER
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SMALL
SCRUBBERS

WALK BEHIND 
SCRUBBER

SC500

BATTERY MICRO
SCRUBBER

SC250
Creates a cleaner environment than mopping. 

Leaves your floor clean and dry. A user-friendly 

control panel in the handle is easy and simple 

to use and scrubbing action is easily engaged 

by simply placing your hands on the innovative 

touch points integrated into the handle. Two 

solution flow settings provide the flexibility of 

increasing the water flow during extra tough 

cleaning tasks, ensuring effective cleaning and 

maximizing productivity.

From hospitals to schools to sport ceners and 

manufacturing floors, the Advance SC500 

walk-behind scrubber ushers in a new wave 

of productivity in the places where cleaning 

professionals need it most. With a modern 

design engineered to provide better control 

and improved sightlines this compact 20inch 

and 12 gallon disc or orbital scrubber cleans 

both effectively and quietly. Already one of 

the quietest compact scrubbers, the SC500 

has a Quiet Mode for daytime cleaning 

environments
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BATTERY MICRO 
SCRUBBER

SC351

UPRIGHT
SCRUBBER

SC100

For generations the mop and bucket was the only option for 

cleaning small spaces, but simply spreading dirt around is neither 

effective or sanitary.  This is why Advance developed the SC100 

Upright Scrubber. Not only does its compact, lightweight design 

allow you to clean very tight areas, but its superior productivity 

gets the job done fast, giving you more time for other tasks.

Advance floor scrubbers deliver flexibility, performance, ease of 
use and most of all value. Every Advance scrubber comes with 
Smart Solutions™ – which optimizes water and chemical use by 
allowing the operator to select proper flow rates – part of our 
commitment to sustainable cleaning technology.

The 
Faster 

Way to 
Cleaner 

Floors

The Advance SC351 micro scrubber proves it’s in a 

class of its own, delivering faster, better and easier 

scrubbing. Combine these features with the unique, 

fully adjustable rotating deck and you are on your 

way to superior scrubbing performance. Featuring full 

battery-powered operation with a standard onboard 

battery charger, the 14 inch disc delivers more 

scrubbing with minimal downtown and less hassle.



Machines for Tomorrow
Solutions for Today
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Address

NILFISK

240 SUPERIOR BLVD

MISSISSAUGA, ON

L5J 3V1

Phone & Fax

P: +1-866-668-8400

 

F: +1-905-565-1030

Mail & Web

M: info@nilfisk.com

 

W: www.advance-ca.com

NILFISK

9435 Winnetka Ave N,   

Brooklyn Park, MN 

55445, USA


